follows, only one shuttle being required: * 9 double, 1 purl, 9 double, close into a circle, and fast at a short distance twice alternately a circle like the one just described, only that the circles must of course be joined at the purl, then close to this circle repeat from *. When a sufficient length has been tatted, crochet along it as follows: 1st row. * 1 long treble in the purl, 8 chain, 1 double long treble in the thread between 2 circles, 8 chain; repeat. 2d. 1 long treble in every stitch; then along the other side of the work crochet the 3d row: * 4 times alternately 1 double, 1 purl of 5 chain and 1 double in the first chain stitch in the next interval of thread; then 1 double in the same interval, 4 times alternately 1 double, 1 purl in the next interval of thread; then 1 double in the same interval, 1 double in the lower part of the next double long treble of the 1st row; repeat from *.

CROCHET AND TATTED LACE.
The materials are cotton, tatting shuttle, and crochet needle. The tatting is first worked as